
Greetings Activators, Sponsors and all our Relations! 

Mitig Nation hosts the 2nd Annual Virtual Earth Day Event, on Friday April 23rd, from             

The Family of Trees distribution site on Plymouth Avenue in North Minneapolis.  

Join us virtually in song, poetry and commitment to care for the Earth, the Commons, and each 

other. This Earth Day celebration is a call for healing. As Cornel West says, “Justice is Love made 

Public". Mitig Nation calls you in as sponsors, attendees, activators and creators to amplify our 

belonging to Mother Earth. 

In 2020, Mitig Nation hosted its first event on Earth Day’s 50th anniversary with special guests 

Blvck Madonna, Finaka, and Poet Dr. Sheronda Ortiz. Between acts, Kristel Porter, founder of 

MN Renewable Now, ushered in tutorials on growing trees from seed, how Emerald Ash Borer 

is impacting our communities, and presented on the mitigation power of trees to remove 

harmful greenhouse gases. The Family of Trees, MN Renewable Now, community members and 

Neighborhood Forest found homes for 1500 baby trees that day! 

This year, Mitig Nation promotes placement of food trees and Hackberry trees in our 

communities while declaring Reconciliation, Reparation, Restoration, and Regeneration 

essential for all our relations right here, right now. The performers and breakaway panelists, 

highlight direct actions to liberate all life forms, internally and externally. 

Event co-creators include Renewable Energy Partners, Seeds to Harvest, Neighborhood Forest, 
The Family of Trees and DAC Lifestyles. Your micro-sponsorship of 100 dollars supports 
performers, presenters, trees and camera operators via live event platforms, Facebook and 
Youtube live. 

All micro-sponsors will receive the following; 

1. Inclusion on live banner (please send icon or logo for credits) 

2. Your logo and initiative link shared on social media platforms of co-creators,          
The Family of Trees and Mitig Nation 

3. A post event professional video with all sponsors in the credits 

4. Guitar signed by all performers and presenters for a collective post event song 
project 

The ask of your organization is a micro-sponsorship of 100 dollars or less be sent to: 
Mitig Nation  

8014 Olson Memorial Hwy, #477 
Minneapolis, MN 55427 

For sponsors seeking secure electronic payment options, write mitignatione@gmail.com, call 

763-267-1294 or visit thefamilyoftrees.org for the event logistics site link. 

Namaskar!  

Analyah andErika Schlaeger dos Santos, The Family of Trees and Mitig Nation                                                                                                                              
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